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WHITEPAPER

Why Navigate by the
Stars When You Have GPS?
Incorporating Data-Driven Segmentation 
Models To Inform Go-to-Market Decisions
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This is exactly the data-driven insights we need to position 
ourselves for success. We’ve never had this level of detail or 

direction to allow us to focus our marketing and sales efforts.

- Chief Revenue Officer of $200M SaaS Company

Over the last 30 years, as a senior sales leader, having tried every growth acceleration approach, I consistently 
achieved the most dramatic results using sophisticated account & prospect segmentation models. My 
partner Chris had similar experiences as a revenue growth consultant, which is why we combined our 
passion and started Revenue Vision Partners (RVP). We were convinced we could use modern techniques to 
crack the code and deliver the most actionable outputs to accelerate growth. After two years of successful 
engagements, we are more excited than ever about what’s possible using data science to score and rank 
prospects. We build these models based on individual account potential & propensity to buy. As a result, 
our clients finally know which accounts & prospects to pursue with the highest effort and conviction, and 
so much more.

We recently completed a project with Big Language Solution, a PE-backed, leading provider of translation solution 
services.  Here’s what our client, the Chief Revenue Office, Joe Mischler had to say about our work together:

RVP’s Prospect Scoring Model was game-changing.  I have spent so many cycles 
combing through data we’ve purchased from B2B data vendors to figure out how 
to get the most out of our prospecting efforts.  Filtering the data didn’t help and 
it took a lot of time.  RVP guided us through a process of using firmographics 
and other criteria to build a multi-factor model that works.  Our leaders and 
salespeople felt included in the process from day one, so buy-in was instant. The 
president of one of our newly acquired business units said he had been trying for 
years to get to the point RVP got us in two months. The process is sophisticated 
yet straightforward, and most importantly, it was effective!”
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Why is THIS moment in time perfect to stop what 
you’re doing and focus on Data Science Driven 
Account Segmentation?

1. We are in a perfect storm of technology, data availability, warehousing, and talent.

a. It is widely accepted that the best thing you can do for your salesforce is tell them which account 
segments have the highest potential deal value and close rates.

b. The recent improvement in quality and volume of B2B sales data creates both opportunity and 
noise!  You wanted more prospects….now you have to figure out how to effectively call on 10,000 
of them.

c. Data hygiene in the CRM systems of B2B sales organizations is still shameful.  The quality data 
you’ve purchased from data vendors aren’t synchronized with your CRM!

d. Despite how important it is, Sales teams are universally left flat footed in their ability to identify 
their highest potential prospects.
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2. The best B2B growth strategies are based on a detailed understanding of your ideal customers.

It is currently possible to have a granular view of your ICP with detailed firmographics, descriptive 
heuristics, and good old fashion intuition and human learning. There is no reason to speculate in the current 
environment.  Build your growth strategy based on the reality of who your ideal customer is, how many of 
them there are, where they are located, and the specificity of their traits and characteristics.  Include your 
internal experts to guide and tweak this process and everyone wins.

Framework Results in Granular View of 
Segmented Accounts & Prospects, allowing
for data-driven Coverage Decisions:

Framework Results in Granular View of Segmented Accounts & 
Prospects, allowing for data-driven Coverage Decisions:

3. The world of SalesTech is exploding.  None of it helps to prioritize prospects and account based 
whitespace based on the combination of quantitative and qualitative techniques.

Revenue growth investment dollars are chasing too many demand gen and forecast accuracy solutions 
without taking the time to scientifically identify the best accounts. This should be the first step. All of this 
tech is being utilized pursuing too many accounts that have unexciting deal sizes and/or abysmal close 
rates.  Measure twice before you deploy demand generation dollars to a set of poorly qualified prospects.

4. All of the sales enablement in the world isn’t going to help sales teams focus on the right 
accounts without systematically developing scored and ranked prospect quality cohorts.

Segmentation Approach Summary
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5. Understanding the right sales headcount requirements and talent profile is very difficult without a true 
understanding of your bottoms-up Total Available Market (TAM) - driven by your ideal customer profile.

6. In addition to the rapid improvement in the availability and quality of B2B sales data, there is a 
corresponding improvement in data warehousing, data science, and visualization which make Data Science 
Driven Account Segmentation more effective and scalable than ever before.  The time is now to execute.

7. Your client churn problem is likely caused by a mismatch between product-market fit and your 
poorly qualified accounts. Having sold the wrong deals is one of the biggest contributors to client churn.  
Great news! - Your issues with the leaky bucket of client churn are likely not because you have faulty client 
support staff!  Take the time now to understand which of your accounts have the highest whitespace for 
up-sell and cross-sell while your new business team does a better job of focusing on the new accounts that 
have the right potential and fit scores.

8. Models that over-rotate to machine learning ignore the human factor, often miss the mark and make 
sales people feel like big brother makes all the decisions and they are being under-emphasized.  Overly 
complicated models are difficult to communicate to the commercial teams and challenging to maintain; 
these often become expensive shelfware.

9. Using data driven account segmentation which combines modern data science with commercial 
expert panels results in:

a. Higher close rates (between 20-50%)
b. Improved deal sizes (10-30%)
c. Improved up-sell and cross-sell potential (15-80%)
d. Improved customer lifetime value (roughly 20%)
e. Improved salesperson engagement because of inclusion in the process

One of our more tenured clients, Ken Powell, Chief Commercial Officer at OSG, another PE-owned growth 
company, had this to say about our contemporary process:

To me there’s never been any question about the efficiency of account 
segmentation.  However, the status quo was overwhelming to the 
average company.  RVP’s process is so much more straightforward, 
agile, and fast.  We had actionable deliverables in 3-4 weeks.  Chris and 
Bob also rolled their sleeves up and worked with my sales leaders to 
operationalize the scored and ranked account lists.  People understood 
the output very quickly and passionately pursued the right accounts.
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There are several key steps in building and successfully implementing a data-driven segmentation model. 
The following is a high-level step-by-step summary:

1. Data Cleansing and Enrichment - 

a. Cleanse Data (e.g. Remove Nulls, Duplicates, Outliers) 
b. Enrich the current CRM data with:

 ●  Firmographics (industry, size, growth rates, funding information, etc.)
 ●  Geographical details (headquarter locations, additional buying centers, number of employees 

at each location, etc.)
 ●  Descriptive heuristics (qualitative descriptors obtained via web-scraping) 

2. Conduct Exploratory Data Analysis - Identify patterns & variables of high potential, high propensity 
current customers, visualizing data for easy understanding.

(Treemaps are great visuals for showing revenue concentration by Industry)

Incorporating foundational segmentation models 
into Go-to-Market decisions will be a force multiplier.
How does one get started?
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3. Build Model - Whitespace Computation & Propensity Scores Build algorithms in order to understand 
which variables to use and how heavily to weight each of these relevant variables based on statistical analysis.

a. Whitespace Computation- Based on Client Revenue/Client Employee Size
 Correlation Analysis/Regression Analysis are used to identify the better aligned variables (Client 

Employee Size/Client Revenue) to the dependent variable (Revenue/ARR).

(Linear Regression Line Fit Plot Chart shows a Linear relationship exists between Current ARR vs. 

Client Revenue with the Predicted Current ARR with R-Squared value of 0.90)

b. Whitespace Computation - Based on the Industry & Size Cohorts 
 The whitespace computation is done based on the Industry & Size (SMB/Emerging, Mid-Market, 

Enterprise) cohorts, since buying patterns typically vary within. We review functions such as 
Average, Median, and various Percentiles within the given cohort. This analysis provides us with a 
proxy for potential to determine the client/prospect expected spend that can be used based on 
the dataset to provide more accurate whitespace values.
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Building Whitespace Model – Determining the spending capacity of a client based 

on Industry and Size Cohorts

(Patterns observed in high value clients should be incorporated into Propensity Scores)

c. Propensity Scores - In addition to understanding the spend potential of your customers and 
prospects, identifying those which are the best-fit for your solutions is critical to setting up your 
Marketing, Sales, and Customer Success teams for long-term success. This is done by isolating 
variables identified during the exploratory analysis, ranking their impact, and applying a scoring 
mechanism to be used both on existing customers and prospects. These factors are often 
updated / added / deleted based on Expert Panels.

Notes: 

Dollars per employee at the segment level:

• Emerging: $138 / Employee
• Mid-Market: $180 / Employee
• Enterprise: $206 / Employee

Spending patterns by industry were incorporated by 
adjusting industries up/down relative to their historical 
spend in relative to average.  E.g. Construction customers, 
within the Emerging Segment spent 141%, resulting in 
$195 / Employee ($138 x 141% = $195)

Points are assigned based on multiple of ARR within a cohort, 
adjusted through stakeholder reviews; e.g. 1.4 points are assigned 
to prospects in the “information” industry.
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4. Deploy Model - Apply algorithms to prospect universe in order to score & rank your sales prospects 
to provide for a more targeted market. The Scores and Rankings are provided based on the Whitespace 
Computation and features of the Ideal Customer Profile. 

5. Validate and Update Model - The importance of achieving buy-in from the commercial teams is often 
misunderstood or outright sacrificed for the sake of speed; this is a critical error.  Conducting expert panels 
(early and often), in which results & assumptions are shared with key stakeholders and adjusted based on 
their feedback, is the best way to gain buy-in, and goes a long way to support adoption.  An added benefit 
of these expert panels is guidance on the Ideal Customer Profile of future-state products where little to no 
historical data may be available.

6. Model Implementation - Upload highly scored prospects into the CRM and incorporate a “rating” field to 
ensure sellers understand why these accounts are high potential & high propensity.

7.  Monitor & Refresh Model - Build a process for a feedback loop to ensure scores are adjusted as new information 
is received - models are typically updated every 3-6 months.

(Scatter plot, showing whitespace & fit score tiers; quadrant A,A means the high 

propensity/high-value prospects)
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In addition to the near term benefits we’ve helped our clients achieve:

1. Higher close rates (between 20-50%)
2. Improved deal sizes (10-30%)
3. Improved up-sell and cross-sell potential (15-80%)
4. Improved customer lifetime value (roughly 20%) 

Properly deployed segmentation sets the foundation for multiple growth levers:

With all the immediate benefits and longer term results segmentation provides, can you afford not to 
build a data-driven foundation into your Go-to-Market decisioning?  Our highly tuned approach will deliver 
insights in as little as a couple days, so you can see for yourself the benefits partnering with Revenue Vision 
Partners will provide.

This sounds like a game-changer, but why NOW?
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About Us:

Revenue Vision Partners is a specialist revenue consulting firm that utilizes modern data science techniques 
in order to leverage their combination of top tier consulting, private equity and operational experience to 
help companies accelerate growth.  We have worked with over 50 companies in SaaS, FinTech, AdTech/
MarTech, Healthcare and HCM in order to help them operationalize new and better GTM models.  
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A WhitePaper by Revenue Vision Partners

Visit revenuevp.com to learn more 


